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The Chequered F1ag

A Formula One blog by Stephen English
www.stephenenglish.ie

Cortese takes victory but racing is winner
While Formula 1 enjoys its enforced summer holidays the MotoGP 
paddock continues its relentless tour of the globe. With just two 
weeks since the thrilling US Grand Prix at laguna Seca the Brno 
circuit in the heart of the Czech Republic played host to arguably one 
of the best Grand Prix weekends of the season.

The racing in all three classes was hard fought and to the flag with 
first time winner Sandro Cortese stealing the limelight after a superb 
125cc race opened the day. The German has always been fast, as 
attested by his three career pole positions, but he has also been prone 
to making mistakes and not converting his undoubted speed into race 
performances.

This race however showed that he has matured and may now be 
ready to springboard his career onto the next level after he outfought 
and outfoxed championship contender Johann Zarco for a well 
judged tactical victory. Cortese, riding an Aprilia, got faster as the race 
progressed with his setup clearly favouring the closing stages of the 
race as the tyres lost their edge.

he moved to the front with just two tours remaining and while 
Zarco barged past him on two occasions Cortese kept his cool and 
his inaugural victory was confirmed when his French rival bobbled at 
the final corner. Zarco was lucky to continue but second was scant 
consolation for him as he punched the fuel tank of his Derbi as he 
crossed the finishing line.

When he has time to take stock of his weekend’s work Zarco will at 
least not that with championship leader Nico Terol having retired from 
the race with a mechanical issue there is now just 12 points separating 
the duo at the top of the championship standings. For Zarco though it 
was clear that finally tasting the victory champagne was all that he had 
in mind from this race.

having come so close on numerous occasions this year to winning, 
including crossing the line first in Catalunya before being served a 
20s penalty for an illegal overtaking move relegated him to sixth, it 
was clear that finally getting the monkey off his back and winning 
would have freed him for the rest of the season to concentrate on the 
championship.

The lost 15 points in Barcelona are sure to be still on his mind with 
the unfair penalty having now cost him taking the championship lead 
but the young Ajo Derbi rider is one fired by passion and while some 
would question why they have not yet been victorious it is likely that 
this latest disappointment will ensure that he rides at the limit for the 
rest of the season as he challenges Terol for the title.

Iannone wins but Bradl edges closer to title
Andrea iannone finally got his season back on track by taking his 

second win of the year. The italian came into 2011 as the firm favourite 
to take a first world title and after two races he led the championship 
but following his victory in Spain he has had just one top five finish 
after a season of missed opportunities and poor qualifying robbed him 
of any chance to show the speed and determination that marked him 
as a potential superstar in 2010.

iannone put that behind him in Brno and looked like the rider 
handpicked by Speed Master for their one bike entry. The recently turned 
22 year old celebrated his birthday in style with a typical performance 
that saw him fight to the front with a mixture of speed and bravery 
but his performance in the closing stages of the race when under 
intense pressure from Marc Marquez and Stefan Bradl was immensely 
impressive and could harbour to a strong finish with numerous races 
left that have traditionally suited his riding style, notable the next three 
at indianapolis, Misano and Aragon.

As far as the championship is concerned Bradl continues to hold 
sway with Marquez only closing by four points following his second 
place finish. The Spaniard has taken four wins and six podiums in an 
exceptionally impressive rookie season but trails Bradl by 43 points. 
The Kiefer rider set the foundations of his championship charge in the 
opening six races with four wins and a third place finish and now can 
finish second in every race and still take his first championship.

The early season races showed just how complete a rider Bradl has 
become and has marked him out as the most attractive rider to MotoGP 
teams for next year as he searches for a ride in the premier class. having 
walked away from racing in 2007 following a trying season in 125s 
that saw him unable to live up to the hype of the German media he has 
developed into a complete racer and the cool mindset that he now has 
is in stark contrast to his early years on KTMs.

Stoner dominates for sixth win of the year
Casey Stoner dominated in the MotoGP race as honda notched 

up a podium whitewash at a circuit that in recent years the Japanese 
manufacturer has struggled on. Without a victory on Czech soil since 
2004 this was a race that could have been a potential banana skin 
for Stoner. The Australian however was peerless and easily opened a 
commanding lead in the early stages before easing across the line.

Stoner now holds a 32 point lead in the championship and his 
victories at laguna and Brno are sure to be the defining moments of 
what looks set to be another championship winning season from the 
Repsol honda rider. having moved from Ducati in search of a bike that 
would allow him to showcase his natural speed and talent this has 
been a year of incredible consistency, only a crash with Valentino Rossi 
in Spain has cost him a 100% podium record.

his main challenger is reigning champion Jorge lorenzo but the 
Spaniard struggled in Brno and had to settle for fourth behind Marco 
Simoncelli who finally took the first podium finish of his premier class 
career. The italian has been fast but erratic throughout the year and it 
will be very interesting to see if he can use this podium as a building 
block for a strong end to the season.

Valentino Rossi showed signs of encouragement for his legion of 
fans. The italian superstar finished just 12s off the winner, his closest 
margin to the victor since joining Ducati, but on a circuit that was set 
to showcase the main issues affecting the Ducati, instability when 
cornering, Rossi was hot on the heels of the factory Yamaha’s of Ben 
Spies and lorenzo when the flag dropped.

With Brno hosting a test session this week it will be interesting to 
see if Rossi can find more speed and confidence in his bike for the rest 
of the season.

CYCLING Cuchulainn Cycling Club

The Ultimate endurance Challenge, the 
Bull Raid held at Bellurgan Park last weekend 
proved to be a fruitful day for Cuchulainn 
Cycling Club. 

The outright solo winner was Athlone’s Ger 
Jackson who completed a staggering 15 laps of 
the course over the 12 hours. Not surprisingly 
his quickest lap was his 1st at just over 44 
minutes, considerably shorter than lap 15 at 
58 minutes! Second through 4th managed 14 
laps each, so Jackson was a clear winner on 
the day. 

In the two man team the club had 
winners in Aidan McDonnell and Raymond 
O’Shaughnessy who covered 18 laps of the 
course between them, surely leaving the 
riders with dizzy heads! 

The winning four man team was again a 
Cuchulainn affair and they covered 16 laps, 
the team comprising Alan Bingham, Glyn 
O’Brien, Seamus McAvoy, Daire McCaughley.

In the six hour Bull Raid, the winner was 
Oscar Macananey who completed  eight 
laps of the course. Behind him in 2nd was 
Cuchulainn’s Johnny McCabe also on eight 
laps. Newry riders Conor Campbell and Peter 
McConville won the two man six hour event 
on nine laps. 

Meanwhile Cuchulainn’s Tony Mathews 
and Sandra O’hagan were second mixed 
team home. Tony’s performance was all the 
more impressive considering he was the 
brains behind the whole operation and the 
acting race director.

In the FPM Accountants Summer Cycling 
League 40 riders signed on for what will be 
the last road race of the league. 

Again six separate groups tool to the road. 
By the half way stage groups one and two 
had come together, while behind them super 
scratch set a fast tempo that had swallowed 
up the three groups in front of them. 

In the sprint for the win Barry Douglas took 
his second win in three weeks beating out 
John McKenna into 2nd, John Clarke in 3rd, 
Gary McNeill in 4th and Jimmy Campbell in 
6th. 

Less than two minutes later Sean Loughran 
led the bigger bunch home, winning this 
sprint, and collecting points in the scratch 
race, ahead of Peter Tomany and Aidan 
Cunningham.

With neither Gerry McCabe or Colm Quinn 
collecting points on the night, Douglas was 
the big mover on the score board. his win 
sees him top the table ahead of McCabe, 
however with a 10 mile Time Trial and the hill 
Climb Championships to come it’s hard to see 

Douglas staying ahead of McCabe or Quinn. 
The August 25 road race is not a round of the 
league but is a mass start event, serving as the 
Louth Road Race Championships.

On Thursday, August 18, a 25 strong group 
of club riders leave Felda gym at 6:30am, 
heading for Belfast by bike to catch the ferry 
to Scotland. There they will have two full days 

of cycling, before catching the Ferry back to 
Belfast and riding to Dundalk on Sunday 
August 21. 

Trip organisers Padraig Kelly and Kevin 
hamill have mapped out an exciting and 
challenging route for what is a training/
leisure ride, which is sure to see the riders 
enjoy themselves.

Cuchulainn riders among Bull 
Raid winners at Bellurgan Park

Aidan McDonnell and Ray O’Shaughnessy winning the 12 hour two man team event at 
Bellurgan Park.

RUGBY Guinness Rugby Supporters Ireland Competition
Niall gets a masterclass 
from Leinster and  
Ireland star Sexton
NIALL Carolan from Termonfeckin was given a 
kicking masterclass from Ireland outhalf Johnny 
Sexton at Donnybrook Stadium last Saturday. 
Niall was one of three lucky fans from the Guin-
ness Rugby Supporters Ireland facebook page 
who got to take his two friends, Niall Kerbey and 
Mark McGuirk, along to an Ultimate Kicking 
session with Johnny. 
“To have the opportunity to kick with one of 
the best number 10s in world rugby was really 
special. The whole session was very insightful 
as Johnny gave us a load of tips on every type 
of kicking and certain techniques that he uses in 
match situations”, said Niall. 
“Being Leinster fans we had a good bit of craic 
with him throughout the day too. All in all it was 
a great experience.” 
Guinness Rugby ambassador Johnny Sexton may 
be travelling to the other side of the world in 
September, but rugby fans can get all the latest 
news updates from inside the Irish camp with 
Johnny and the six other members of the 
Guinness Rugby team including player updates, 
blogs and rugby analysis on the Guinness Rugby 
Supporters Facebook Page. 

Niall Carolan  
pictured with 
Johnny Sexton. 
Inset: Niall tries 
his luck while 
Sexton look on.
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